Catalytic mechanism and interactions of NAD+ with glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase: correlation of EPR data and enzymatic studies.
Perdeuterated spin label (DSL) analogs of NAD+, with the spin label attached at either the C8 or N6 position of the adenine ring, have been employed in an EPR investigation of models for negative cooperativity binding to tetrameric glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase and conformational changes of the DSL-NAD+-enzyme complex during the catalytic reaction. C8-DSL-NAD+ and N6-DSL-NAD+ showed 80 and 45% of the activity of the native NAD+, respectively. Therefore, these spin-labeled compounds are very efficacious for investigations of the motional dynamics and catalytic mechanism of this dehydrogenase. Perdeuterated spin labels enhanced spectral sensitivity and resolution thereby enabling the simultaneous detection of spin-labeled NAD+ in three conditions: (1) DSL-NAD+ freely tumbling in the presence of, but not bound to, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, (2) DSL-NAD+ tightly bound to enzyme subunits remote (58 A) from other NAD+ binding sites, and (3) DSL-NAD+ bound to adjacent monomers and exhibiting electron dipolar interactions (8-9 A or 12-13 A, depending on the analog). Determinations of relative amounts of DSL-NAD+ in these three environments and measurements of the binding constants, K1-K4, permitted characterization of the mathematical model describing the negative cooperativity in the binding of four NAD+ to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. For enzyme crystallized from rabbit muscle, EPR results were found to be consistent with the ligand-induced sequential model and inconsistent with the pre-existing asymmetry models. The electron dipolar interaction observed between spin labels bound to two adjacent glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase monomers (8-9 or 12-13 A) related by the R-axis provided a sensitive probe of conformational changes of the enzyme-DSL-NAD+ complex. When glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate was covalently bound to the active site cysteine-149, an increase in electron dipolar interaction was observed. This increase was consistent with a closer approximation of spin labels produced by steric interactions between the phosphoglyceryl residue and DSL-NAD+. Coenzyme reduction (DSL-NADH) or inactivation of the dehydrogenase by carboxymethylation of the active site cysteine-149 did not produce changes in the dipolar interactions or spatial separation of the spin labels attached to the adenine moiety of the NAD+. However, coenzyme reduction or carboxymethylation did alter the stoichiometry of binding and caused the release of approximately one loosely bound DSL-NAD+ from the enzyme. These findings suggest that ionic charge interactions are important in coenzyme binding at the active site.